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1 Introdution

This paper originates from the observation made by several authors [3,4,12,26℄

that a number of natural NP-omplete problems (e.g. 3COL, 3DM, KERNEL)

are linearly equivalent to the SAT problem | i.e., are reduible to SAT via

linear-time redutions and onversely. Two related questions arise. First, what

is linear-time omputability? Seondly, what is the intrinsi omplexity of SAT

and of the problems linearly reduible to it?

Conerning the �rst question, linear time is an intuitive and informal notion

of algorithm designers who have built many linear-time algorithms for various

ombinatorial problems (e.g., in graph theory: strong onnetedness, planarity;

in logi: Horn-formula satis�ability). In ontrast, omplexity theoretiians do

not generally agree about what should be the \right" notion of linear time

omputability [8,15,22℄ (see also [23℄). However, in a series of papers [10{12℄,

(see also [14,24,25℄), one of the authors de�nes the lass DLIN as the lass of

problems that are omputable in time O(n) on deterministi RAMs that use

only integers of values O(n) in all steps of omputation. He noties that this

lass inludes the above-mentioned linear algorithms and argues that it exatly

orresponds to the intuitive linear-time omputability. The same author also

de�nes the nondeterministi ounterpart NLIN of the lass DLIN and shows

that these lasses are robust from both omputational and logial points of

views [12,13℄. Finally, he asserts that most \natural" NP-omplete problems,

inluding SAT and more generally the 21 problems exhibited by Karp in [17℄,

belong to NLIN [10,12℄. He also shows [9,10℄ (see also [14℄) that a few of

them are NLIN-omplete via DLIN-redutions, in partiular the problem of

Redution of Inompletely Spei�ed Automaton, referened as AL7 in [7℄. In

ontrast, he argues [10℄ that it is unlikely that SAT be NLIN-omplete, beause

this problem only uses a sublinear number of nondeterministi steps. To be

more preise, for any input of size n (e.g. the size of a CNF propositional

formula ' is the number of ourrenes of literals in '), a NLIN algorithm is

allowed to perform �(n) nondeterministi guess instrutions | i.e., an guess

�(n) integers, eah of value �(n), or equivalently �(n logn) bits. However, the

SAT problem is easily nondeterministially solved by guessing only �(n) bits

(one bit per variable), or equivalently �(n= logn) integers, eah of value �(n).

As a onsequene, if SAT turned out to be NLIN-omplete, then any linear

algorithm using O(n) \guess"-instrutions ould be simulated by a similar

algorithm (so-alled NSUBLIN algorithm in [10℄) using only O(n= logn) suh

\guess"-instrutions and O(n) deterministi instrutions.

Sine it is unlikely that SAT be NLIN-omplete, it is natural to ask what is

the exat nondeterministi omplexity of this problem. In this paper, we try to

answer this question by introduing a new lass of deision problems, denoted

LIN-LOCAL, as well as its planar restrition, denoted LIN-PLAN-LOCAL.
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The haraterizations of these lasses inlude omputational and logial fea-

tures. Let us reall that, in ontrast to Fagin's Theorem stating that ESO |

the Existential Seond Order Logi | exatly haraterizes the NP lass [5℄, it

is known that Monadi-ESO | the restrition of ESO to the Monadi Seond

Order quanti�ers | an express SAT and similar hard problems (3COL, KER-

NEL, et.) but annot express the \easy" (DLIN) problem CONNECTIVITY

[6℄, beause Monadi-ESO an only express \loal" properties as First-Order

Logi does. Notie that Lautemann and Weinzinger have proved similar ex-

pressibility and non-expressibility results [18℄ for the more restritive monadi

logi (they alled Monadi-NLIN) de�ned by formulas 9C 8x  , where C is a

list of monadi relation symbols, x is the only one �rst-order variable, and  

is a quanti�er-free �rst-order formula. We feel that any robust sequential (de-

terministi or nondeterministi) time-omplexity lass should be losed under

linear-time | i.e., DLIN | redutions. As a onsequene, suh a lass should

trivially inlude DLIN, whih is, in our opinion [14,24℄, the minimal robust

omplexity lass for sequential time. In partiular, the fat that a spei�

problem belongs to suh a lass is widely independent of the representation of

the inputs beause the sorting problem belongs to DLIN, as proved in [12℄.

The ontributions of this paper are the following:

First, we de�ne a very strit notion of loal problem. An input for suh a

problem is a so-alled loal struture, whih is essentially a bounded-degree

graph with labelled verties and labelled edges. A problem over loal strutures

is a loal problem if it is haraterized by a loal formula as above | i.e., of the

form 9C 8x  , where the C is a list of monadi relation symbols, x is the only

one �rst-order variable, and  is a quanti�er-free formula. The term \loal"

omes from the fat that, syntatially,  is a ondition over one element x

together with a onstant number of elements at bounded distane from x. A

problem is LIN-LOCAL if it is DLIN-reduible to some loal problem. We

prove that SAT is LIN-LOCAL-omplete, i.e. the lass of problems DLIN-

reduible to SAT oinides with the lass of problems DLIN-reduible to loal

problems. From a omputational point of view, a LIN-LOCAL problem is

reognized by the following very speial NSUBLIN algorithm, whih works in

two phases:

(1) A DLIN omputation whih onstruts a loal struture S.

(2) A loal and parallel nondeterministi omputation of onstant time: In

parallel for eah element a of S, guess a �xed number of bits C(a), and

�nally hek \loally" | i.e., only by looking at a and its neighbors |

that some �xed boolean ondition  (a) is satis�ed.

The key point of the LIN-LOCAL lass is its minimal way to use the nondeter-

minism, by restriting it to happen at the end of the algorithm in an amount

of O(1) guesses per element, so that all guesses are heked in parallel in time
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O(1). We show that the LIN-LOCAL lass is robust, i.e., it is not modi�ed for

several restritions or extensions of the de�nition, e.g., if we require both the

degree of the underlying graph of the loal struture to be bounded by 3 and

only one bit C(a) to be guessed per element.

We also study the LIN-PLAN-LOCAL lass | i.e., the restrition of LIN-

LOCAL problems to planar loal strutures and obtain that PLAN-SAT |

the satis�ability of planar formulas [16,19℄ | is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete.

The distintion between LIN-LOCAL and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL lasses is moti-

vated by the fat that algorithms running in subexponential time 2

O(n

1=2

)) are

known for PLAN-SAT [20,21℄ (and hene for any LIN-PLAN-LOCAL prob-

lem) whereas authors suh as Hunt and Stearns [26℄ argue that SAT is unlikely

to be solved in time O(2

n

1�"

) for some " > 0. Hene, we suspet the following

inlusions to be strit:

DLIN � LIN-PLAN-LOCAL � LIN-LOCAL � NLIN

Finally, we develop some tehniques to prove that a number of seemingly non-

loal ombinatorial problems indeed belong to the lasses LIN-LOCAL or LIN-

PLAN-LOCAL. E.g., we prove that a ardinality-onstrained problem suh

as VERTEX-COVER is LIN-LOCAL-omplete. Surprisingly, we also prove

that a onnetivity-onstrained problem suh as PLAN-HAMILTON | the

planar version of HAMILTON | is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete, though we

onjeture that HAMILTON itself (known to be LIN-LOCAL-hard) is not

LIN-LOCAL, sine Lautemann and Weinzinger showed the weaker result that

it is not loal [18℄, even in the presene of an underlying linear order.

2 LIN-LOCAL problems and SAT

We �rst de�ne the loal struture whih is the input of loal problems. Eah

element of the universe U of suh a struture has a list of neighbors. In order

that the notion of loality makes sense, we want the length of these lists to be

independent of the size of the input. Eah element also holds a number of bits

of information. This number too must be independent of the size of the input.

Otherwise, this information ould be used to loally hek global properties

(e.g., with only O(logn) bits per elements, a global information suh as a

linear order over U an be enoded by storing the rank of eah element).

De�nition 1 (Loal struture) A loal struture S = (U ;F ;L) is a �nite

unary struture of signature � = (F ;L) over a �nite universe U , i.e., a �rst-

order struture equipped with a list F = (f

0

; � � � ; f

k�1

) of k unary funtions

f

i

and a list L = (L

0

; � � � ; L

p�1

) of p unary relations (prediates) L

i

. For

x 2 U , f

i

(x) (i < k), is said to be a neighbor of x, and the list F(x) =
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(f

0

(x); � � � ; f

k�1

(x)) is alled the neighborhood of x. Also, L

i

(x) (i < p), is

alled the label-bit i of x, and the list of bits L(x) = (L

0

(x); � � � ; L

p�1

(x)) is

alled the label of x. Moreover, if S satis�es the additional properties jLj = 1

and jFj = 2, with f

0

and f

1

both bijetive, then S is alled a stritly loal

struture.

A loal struture (U ;F ;L) is planar if its underlying graph G(U ; E) is planar,

with E = f(x; y) � U � U ; 9f

i

2 F ; y = f

i

(x)g.

We now introdue the notion of oloring, and then de�ne the lass of loal

problems as the sets of loal strutures that are witnessed by a oloring whose

restrition to an element and its neighborhood loally satis�es a simple boolean

formula.

De�nition 2 (Coloring) Given a �nite universe U , a oloring C over U is

a list (C

0

; � � � ; C

q�1

) of q unary relations over U . For x 2 U , the list C(x) =

(C

0

(x); � � � ; C

q�1

(x)) is alled the olor of x, and C

i

(x), (i < q) is alled the

olor-bit i of x.

De�nition 3 (Loal problem) A deision problem Q over a set S of (pla-

nar) loal (F ;L)-strutures is alled (planar) loal and is denoted (S;F ;L; C;  )

if there exists a formula of the monadi-ESO logi with one �rst-order vari-

able, ' : 9C 8x  (x;F ;L; C) suh that for eah S = (U ;F ;L) 2 S, S 2 Q i�

S j= ', where C is a list of unary relation symbols, x is the unique �rst-order

variable, and  is an arbitrary quanti�er-free �rst-order formula involving only

x, C and the signature (F ;L). Both ' and  are alled loal formulas. More-

over, Q is alled stritly loal if S is a set of stritly loal strutures, jCj = 1,

and  does not ontain terms that are funtional ompositions.

As previously argued, loal problems annot represent any onsistent time

omplexity lass if they are not losed under DLIN redutions. Loal problems

are also too sensitive to the representation of the input. This justi�es the

following de�nition:

De�nition 4 (LIN-LOCAL lass and LIN-PLAN-LOCAL lass) A de-

ision problem Q is LIN-LOCAL (resp. LIN-PLAN-LOCAL) if it is DLIN-

reduible to a loal (resp. planar loal) problem Q

0

.

The LIN-(PLAN-)LOCAL lasses trivially ontain DLIN, and the sensitive-

ness to the representation of the input is removed. Several things are worth

to be noted onerning their robustness:

Theorem 5 � SAT is LIN-LOCAL-omplete under DLIN-redutions.

� PLAN-SAT is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete under DLIN-redutions.
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Moreover, a re�ned proof of the LIN-(PLAN)-LOCALITY of (PLAN-)SAT

leads to a stritly loal (planar) problem, and hene:

Theorem 6 Any LIN-(PLAN)-LOCAL problem is DLIN-reduible to a stritly

loal (planar) problem.

We now give the elements of the proof of Theorem 5. We �rst show that SAT

(resp. PLAN-SAT) is LIN-LOCAL (resp. LIN-PLAN-LOCAL). This proof is

too weak for the aims of Theorem 6 beause it uses two olor-bit symbols and

two label-bit symbols. A stronger proof, leading to Theorem 6, is presented in

Appendix, due to the lak of spae:

c

x

y

z

t

x3x1

y1

z1 z2

z3

y3

x2

t2

t3

t1

y2

variable clause

function next

PLAN−SAT instance as a graph

relation of occurrence

function eqv occurrence with Neg(x)=1

occurrence with Neg(x)=0

PLAN−SAT instance as a local structure

c:   x  v  ¬y  v  z  v  t

Fig. 1. The redution from SAT to a loal problem

Proof ((PLAN-)SAT is LIN-(PLAN-)LOCAL). We DLIN-redue any

SAT instane to a (U ;F ;L)-struture where U is the set of ourrenes of

variables, L = (Neg; F irst) and F = (eqv; next). Neg maps the negative

ourrenes to 1, and the others to 0. First maps the �rst ourrenes in

lauses to 1, and the others to 0. eqv hains the ourrenes of a same variable

into a direted yle. next hains the ourrenes of a same lause into a

direted yle. The onstrution is learly DLIN and an be made planarity-

preserving as shown in Figure 1. The loal formula uses two olors True and

One to guess a satisfying assignment I: True maps the ourrenes to their

truth-value in I. One maps the ourrenes to the \or"-aumulated truth-

values of all their predeessors in the same lause. A lause is satis�ed i� One

maps its last ourrene to 1. Note that the last ourrene of a lause is the

one whih satis�es First(next(x)), i.e. the one whose suessor is the �rst

ourrene in the lause. The loal formula ' is 9 True; One 8x:

[True(x) = True(eqv(x)) () Neg(x) = Neg(eqv(x))℄

^ [First(x) =) One(x) = True(x)℄

^ [:First(next(x)) =) One(next(x)) = (True(next(x)) _One(x))℄

^ [First(next(x)) =) One(x)℄ �
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The LIN-LOCAL-hardness of SAT omes from a simple development of  

over U and is not shown here. The proof of the LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-hardness

of PLAN-SAT, more tehnially involved sine planarity must be preserved,

is presented in Appendix. It mainly needs the following lemma:

Lemma 7 Let (F ;L) be a unary signature, and '(F ;L; C) be a loal formula.

Then, a new loal formula '

0

(F ;L; C

0

) an be omputed suh that, for any

struture S of signature (F ;L), S j= ' i� S j= '

0

, and its quanti�er-free part

 

0

is in CNF and ontains no funtional omposition.

Proof of Lemma 7. We �rst remove all funtional ompositions from ', i.e.

atomi formulas of the form P (g

n

Æg

n�1

Æ� � �Æg

1

(x)) with n � 2, fg

1

; � � � ; g

n

g �

F , and P 2 L[ C. The idea is to export all the needed bits to the immediate

neighbors of x, by slightly augmenting the oloring C to a new oloring C

0

.

Start with  

0

=  , and C

0

= C. For eah atomi formula � in  of the form

P (g

n

Æ g

n�1

Æ � � � Æ g

1

(x)) with n � 2 and P 2 L [ C:

� add to C

0

the olor-bits P

g

n

; P

g

n

Æg

n�1

; � � � ; P

g

n

Æ���Æg

2

;

� replae � in  

0

by P

g

n

Æ���Æg

2

(g

1

(x));

� add the onjunt P

g

n

(x) = P (g

n

(x)) to  

0

;

� For eah 2 � j < n, add the onjunt P

g

n

Æ���Æg

j

(x) = P

g

n

Æ���Æg

j+1

(g

j

(x)) to  

0

.

Now,  

0

has no funtional omposition, and it an be transformed into a CNF

formula in the standard way: write the truth table of  

0

and generate one

lause per non-satisfying assignment. �

Note that sine the size of ' is �xed, the size of the new formula '

0

is also

�xed and its omputation takes onstant time. The last part of the redution

onsists in building a planar SAT-system of size O(d(x)) to simulate the on-

straint  around an element x of total degree d(x) = d

�

(x) + d

+

(x). This

makes use of Lihtenstein's planar rossover-box for SAT [19℄.

3 LIN-LOCAL problems and ardinality problems

A ardinality onstraint on a unary relation C

i

is a onstraint of the form

(#C

i

? K) where #C

i

is the ardinality of C

i

, K is either a onstant �

jUj or the ardinality of another unary relation, and ? is a binary rela-

tion in f=; 6=; <;�; >;�g. A ardinality problem is a problem harater-

ized by both loal onstraints and ardinality onstraints, i.e. by some for-

mula of the form 9C (8x  

1

) ^  

2

where  

1

is a quanti�er-free loal for-

mula and  

2

is a onjuntion of ardinality onstraints. Numerous natu-

ral NP-omplete problems suh as VERTEX-COVER, DOMINATING-SET,
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MAX-SAT, et. [7℄ are ardinality problems. In this setion, we give a sim-

ple argument to show that these problems are indeed LIN-LOCAL. In [16℄,

Hunt et al. give a planarity-preserving and weakly parsimonious redution

from 1-EXACTLY-AMONG-MONOTONE-3SAT to VERTEX-COVER in or-

der to show that #PLAN-VERTEX-COVER is #P-omplete. Sine this re-

dution is DLIN and 1-EX-MONO-3SAT is DLIN-equivalent to SAT, this also

shows the LIN-LOCAL-ompleteness (resp. LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-hardness) of

VERTEX-COVER (resp. PLAN-VERTEX-COVER). In this setion we re�ne

this redution to make it parsimonious, and hene show the DP-ompleteness

of UNIQUE-PLAN-VERTEX-COVER (under randomized polynomial redu-

tions).

Theorem 8 All the ardinality problems are LIN-LOCAL.

Sketh of proof of Theorem 8. The main problem onsists in building

in linear time a gadget of size O(jUj) whih outputs a list of ` = O(logn)

variables holding the ardinality of some unary prediate C

i

. W.l.g., assume

that n = jUj = 2

`

. Our additioner uses a divide-and-onquer strategy with `+1

levels (numbered from 0 to `): The level 0 onsists of a list of 2

`

1-bits numbers

(X

0

0

; � � � ; X

2

`

�1

0

), namely the bits of C

i

(U) itself. For any 1 < k � `, the level

k is formed of 2

`�k

numbers (X

0

k

; � � � ; X

2

`�k

�1

k

), suh that X

j

k

= X

2j

k�1

+X

2j+1

k�1

.

Sine the sum of two numbers of b bits �ts in b + 1 bits, the numbers at

level k all have k + 1 bits. This way, the list of level k = ` onsists of a

single number X

0

k

of `+1 bits holding #C

i

. Enoding all the binary additions

with a arry-propagation sheme takes spae and time O(t(n)) where t(n)

is the total number of bits over all levels, and t(n) =

P

`

k=0

(k + 1)2

`�k

=

O(n) as required. Finally, it is straightforward to build gadgets of size O(`)

implementing arithmeti iruits to onstrain any omparison ? between any

output ardinalities or onstants. �

Theorem 9 � VERTEX-COVER is LIN-LOCAL-omplete.

� PLAN-VERTEX-COVER is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-hard.

assigned false

in the cover

not in the cover

assigned true

VERTEX−COVER 

c b

exactly one is true

EXACTLY−1−AMONG−MONOTONE−3SAT

a

c

b

C A

A1 a1 A2

B1

b1

B2

C1

c1
B

C2

a

Fig. 2. The redution from 1-EX-MONO-3SAT to VERTEX-COVER
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Sketh of proof of Theorem 9. We establish the result by a planarity-

preserving DLIN-redution from 1-EX-MONO-3SAT to VERTEX-COVER.

Let I be an input of 1-EX-MONO-3SAT with m 3-lauses (and hene 3m

ourrenes of variables). Our output-graph G for VERTEX-COVER has 15m

verties and we ask for a over K of ardinality � 8m. Eah variable x in I

of degree d (i.e. ourring d times) has an assoiated even yle e

x

in G of

length 4d (i.e. 4 verties by ourrene), and eah 3-lause r in I has an

assoiated triangle t

r

in G. Ourrene-verties are onneted to 3-lause-

verties aording to Figure 2. The truth-values of the variables a; b;  in I

are witnessed by the membership to K of the orresponding verties a; b; 

in G. Simple arguments of ardinality imply the orrespondene between the

on�gurations in I and G depited in Figure 2. �

By lak of spae, the end of the proof is detailed in Appendix. Sine the trans-

formation above turns out to be parsimonious, and sine UNIQUE-PLAN-1-

EX-MONO-3-SAT is DP-omplete under randomized polynomial redutions

[16℄, we onlude that:

Corollary 10 UNIQUE-PLAN-VERTEX-COVER is DP-omplete under ran-

domized polynomial redutions.

4 LIN-PLAN-LOCAL problems and PLAN-HAMILTON

In this setion, we show that HAMILTON { whih an be viewed as a DLIN-

LOCAL problem plus an additional global onstraint of onnetivity on the

solutions { beomes LIN-PLAN-LOCAL when restrited to planar instanes.

This is shown by a DLIN-redution from PLAN-HAMILTON to PLAN-SAT.

A onverse redution also exists and gives us the LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omple-

teness of PLAN-HAMILTON. We give a sketh of the proof of the LIN-PLAN-

LOCALITY of PLAN-HAMILTON and omit the proof of its LIN-PLAN-

LOCAL-hardness due to spae-reasons.

Theorem 11 PLAN-HAMILTON is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL-omplete.

Both redutions are detailed in [1,2℄ and turn out to be parsimonious. In parti-

ular, the later gives us the DP-ompleteness of UNIQUE-PLAN-HAMILTON

and answers a question stated as open in [16℄. Although we only deal with the

undireted yle version of PLAN-HAMILTON, all those results also hold for

the direted versions, the path versions (with spei�ed or unspei�ed ends),

and the degree-bounded versions, beause all these planar versions are equiv-

alent under parsimonious DLIN redutions [1℄.
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Corollary 12 UNIQUE-PLAN-HAMILTON is DP-omplete under random-

ized polynomial redutions.

Sketh of proof (PLAN-HAMILTON is LIN-PLAN-LOCAL) The

problem of the (planar) Hamiltonian partition into disjoint yles is easily

DLIN-reduible to (PLAN-)SAT. However, SAT does not seem to be able to

detet if there is only one yle in the general (i.e., non planar) ase. We show

that it is indeed possible in the plane. Let G be the embedding of a onneted

planar graph, and H be a Hamiltonian partition in G. Both G and H are

viewed as sets of edges. Denote G

0

(resp. H

0

) the set of dual edges of G (resp.

of H). De�ne D = G

0

�H

0

. D and H satisfy the following lemma whose proof

is omitted (see Figure 3):

Lemma 13 H has exatly one yle i� D is a forest of exatly two trees.

primal vertex

primal edge not in H

primal edge in H

dual vertex (root−face if black)

dual edge not in D

dual edge in D

Fig. 3. Planar Hamiltonian yle

Using loal onstraints in the dual graph of G, it is possible to fore that D

ontains exatly two trees plus some optional non-tree omponents: the idea

is to onstrain eah fae (exept for two root-faes that an be required to be

adjaent) to have exatly one father among its adjaent faes in a same on-

neted omponent of D. There will be exatly two trees in D beause we only

allow our two hosen faes to be roots. However, other non-tree omponents

an our in D that onsist of trees whose roots are onneted into a single

iruit. These parasite omponents remain undeteted beause they do not

have roots. However, it is easy to see that if suh a omponent exists, then

the roots of our two trees annot be adjaent anymore (proof omitted: see

Figure 4). Hene no parasite omponent an our in D if our two root-faes

are hosen so that they are adjaent.

We now show how to hoose our two roots, i.e. two adjaent faes that are

guaranteed to be in two distint regions de�ned by any Hamiltonian partition

H: if there exists a vertex x of degree 2 in G, then its two inident edges

must be in H, whih means that we an hoose the two adjaent faes of x for

our roots. Otherwise, hoose any vertex of degree d, and explode it into the

gadget of Figure 5. This produes d verties of degree 2, and any of them an

be hosen as above to separate our two root-faes. It is easy to show that there

9



primal vertex

dual vertex (root face if black)

primal edge not in H

primal edge in H

dual edge in D

dual edge not in D

Fig. 4. Planar Hamiltonian partition into 2 disjoint yles

is a bijetion between the respetive Hamiltonian yles in G before and after

the explosion, following the patterns (a) and (b) of Figure 5 (proof omitted).

The preise transformation from PLAN-HAMILTON to PLAN-SAT is shown

in Appendix.

the fixed faces for the roots r1 and r2

t

(b)

v

(a)

a vertex v of degree d= 6

(b)

(a)

two paths in bijection

the subgraph after explosion
r1

r2

vertices of degree 2

Fig. 5. Explosion of one vertex of degree d in order to produe verties of degree 2

5 Conlusion

We have de�ned a new omplexity lass denoted LIN-LOCAL (resp. LIN-

PLAN-LOCAL). It has been proved that this lass is rather robust and is

exatly the problems DLIN-reduible to SAT. (resp. PLAN-SAT). We ar-

gue that it is the minimal time omplexity lass that inludes (planar) loal

problems, i.e., problems about (planar) loal strutures { roughly, (planar)

bounded-degree labeled graphs { that are reognized by parallel algorithms us-

ing a onstant number of one-bit nondeterministi steps. Surprisingly, we have

proved that the lass LIN-LOCAL (resp. LIN-PLAN-LOCAL) inludes some

seemingly non-loal problems suh as ardinality problems (e.g. VERTEX-

COVER) (resp. onnetivity problems suh as PLAN-HAMILTON) whih are

also omplete in this lass via DLIN redutions. In ontrast, we onjeture that

the general (i.e., non-planar) problem HAMILTON is not LIN-LOCAL.

10
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A Appendix: Tehnial proofs

Proof of Theorem 5: (PLAN-)SAT is LIN-(PLAN)-LOCAL, strength-

ened version leading to Theorem 6. We DLIN-redue any SAT-instane

to a stritly loal (U ;F ;L)-struture S where F = (next; link), L = (O),

and eah funtion next, link is a permutation of U . For eah lause , U on-

tains two elements T



, F



whih are meant to hold the true and false onstants.

For eah ourrene of a variable v in a lause  , U ontains an element a

v;

(alled aumulator) and two elements p

v;

and n

v;

whih are meant to repre-

sent x and :x (exatly one of them will be indeed used by ). O is primarily

the label for ourrenes: it maps all the p

v;

and n

v;

to 1 and all the a

v;

to

0. The trik is that it also maps all the T



to 0 and all the F



to 1. For eah

variable v, next alternately hains: all the p

v;

and n

v;

in a direted yle,

and for eah lause , next hains: T



, all the aumulators a

v;

and F



in this

order in a direted yle. link primarily binds ourrenes to aumulators:

if a variable v ours positively in a lause  then we de�ne link(p

v;

) = a

v;

,

link(a

v;

) = p

v;

, and the self-loop link(n

v;

) = n

v;

(the symmetri ase hap-

pens if v ours negatively in ). Another trik is that for eah lause , we

de�ne the 2-yle link(T



) = F



, link(F



) = T



. The onstrution is learly

DLIN and an be made planarity-preserving as shown in Figure A.1.

function next

function link elements for which Occ(x)=1

elements for which Occ(x)=0

c
z

x

y

variable clause

PLAN−SAT instance as a graph PLAN−SAT instance as a strictly local structure

relation of occurrence

c:   ¬x  v  y  v  z n(y,c)

p(y,c)

n(x,c)

p(x,c)

F(c) T(c)

p(z,c)

n(z,c)

Fig. A.1. The enhaned redution from SAT to a stritly loal problem

The loal formula uses one olor True whih holds the truth values of all

the p

v;

and n

v;

. For all the T



(resp. F



) it will be shown to be 1 (resp. 0),

and for any aumulator a

v;

it will hold the aumulated truth-values of the

ourrenes linked to all its next-suessors up to F



. The loal formula ' is

9 True 8x:

[O(x) =) True(next(x)) = :True(x)℄
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^ [:O(x) =) (True(x) = True(next(x)) _ True(link(x)))℄

The �rst onstraint fores that all the n

v;

and p

v;

of a same variable v have

opposite values. Also, sine O(F



) = 1 and next(F



) = T



for any lause

, it fores that F



and T



have opposite values. The seond onstraint fores

that for eah lause  the bit True is non-dereasing when following the ar-

rows next bakwards from F



to T



(inluding True(T



) beause O(T



) = 0).

Sine True(F



) 6= True(T



) beause of the �rst onstraint, this implies that

True(F



) = 0 and True(T



) = 1. This also means that True(T



), whih au-

mulates the truth-bit of the �nal ourrene and the truth-bit of F



, indeed

holds a opy of the truth-bit of the �nal aumulator. It follows that there is

at least one a

v;

suh that True(a

v;

) = 1, i.e. suh that the truth value of v

(represented by True(n

v;

) and True(p

v;

)) satis�es . Furthermore, the reader

an easily hek that no onstraint irulates through the ars of type link(F



),

link(a

v;

), and link self-loops (i.e., the left-hand side of the impliation of the

seond onstraint always evalute to 0 in these ases). �

Proof of Theorem 5: (PLAN-)SAT is LIN-(PLAN-)LOCAL-hard. A

planar rossover-box for PLAN-SAT is a standard devie [16,19℄ whih embeds

4 variables in the orners of a square, and onstrains eah opposite pair to

hold the same Boolean value, independently of the other pair. Given a list of

r = O(1) boolean variables aligned along the bottom side of a square, it is

straightforward to build a gadget (alled DUP) of size O(r

2

) = O(1) whih

dupliates these variables along the two vertial sides of this square by using

O(r

2

) = O(1) rossover-boxes, as shown in Figure A.2. Then, given a (non

neessarily planar) CNF  of s = O(1) lauses over these r variables, it is easy

to build a gadget (alled PSI) of size O(1) embedding  in the plane using

O(s) = O(1) gadgets DUP, as shown in Figure A.3. Let Q = (U ;F ;L; C;  )

be the LIN-LOCAL instane for whih we want a planarity-preserving DLIN

redution to SAT. We assume that  satis�es Lemma 7, i.e.,  is a CNF

without funtional omposition. For eah element x 2 U of total degree d(x) =

d

�

(x) + d

+

(x), let us build the gadget (alled VAR) of size O(d(x)) shown in

Figure A.4, whih has d slots, eah formed of (p+ q)(k+ 1) = O(1) variables,

where p = jLj, q = jCj and k = jFj. These variables hold C(x), L(x) as well

as C(F(x)) and L(F(x)). The bits of eah slot are onstrained to be opies of

eah other by O(d(x)) DUP gadgets and are fored to satisfy  by one PSI

gadget. The redution is ompleted by properly onneting the slots to import

into a VAR gadget the bits of its neighbors. For eah x; y 2 U and f

i

2 F suh

that y = f

i

(x), reserve one slot s

x

(resp. s

y

) in the VAR gadget of x (resp. y)

and merge the p+ q variables reserved in s

x

for the bits of f

i

(x) with the p+ q

variables reserved in s

y

for bits of y. The global onstrution is learly DLIN

and an be made planarity preserving as in Figure A.5. �
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a2

b2

c2

d2

e2

a2

b2

c2

d2

e2 e1

d1

c1

b1

a1

a b c d e

e1

d1

c1

b1

a1

DUP

a b c d e

crossover box

variable

Fig. A.2. The PLAN-SAT gadget (alled DUP) that dupliates a list of 5 Boolean

variables l = (a; b; ; d; e) into l

1

= (a

1

; b

1

; 

1

; d

1

; e

1

) and l

2

= (a

2

; b

2

; 

2

; d

2

; e

2

)

a
b
c
d
e

a
b
c
d
e

DUP DUP DUP

c1 c2 c3 c4c1 ^ c2 ^ c3 ^ c4

PSI DUP

Fig. A.3. The PLAN-SAT gadget (alled PSI) to simulate a onjuntion of lauses

 : 

1

^ 

2

^ 

3

^ 

4

with 5 variables a; b; ; d; e.

PSI

color−bitslabel−bits

color−bits label−bits

unit clauses determining the label of x

C1(y)C2(y)

C1(x) C2(x)

L1(y)L2 (y)

L1(x) L2(x)

DUP

f1 f2

DUP

f2f2f1 f1x x x

slot 1 slot 2 slot 3

f1 f2x

DUP

slot d

...

...

...

...

...

bits−order for x

bits−order for y=fi(x)

Fig. A.4. The PLAN-SAT gadget (alled VAR) for an element x 2 U of total

degree d, in a loal struture (U ; (f

1

; f

2

); (L

1

; L

2

)), and subjet to a loal formula

 (x;F ;L; (C

1

; C

2

)) in CNF without funtional omposition.

a

b

c

e

f2f1f2

f1

f1 f2

f1f2f1f2 a a

a

a

a

f1f2

f1

f2

f1 f2 f1 f2

f1f2

b b

c c

e

VAR for a  (5 slots)

local structure around an element

f1 f2

f2f1

f1

planarity−preserving transformation to SAT

Fig. A.5. The use of the gadget VAR in the redution from a loal problem to SAT
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Proof of Theorem 9: VERTEX-COVER is LIN-LOCAL-hard (on-

tinued). Note that, in any triangle t

r

, at least two of its verties must be in

K. Also, in any even yle e

x

, at least half of its verties must be in K, and

this loal optimum is reahed only by the two alternating 2-olorings in suh

an even yle. Thus, all the e

x

together require that at least 4� 3m=2 = 6m

of their verties be in K, and the sum of all the t

r

require at least 2m of their

verties to be in K. The maximum ardinality of 8m is reahed, and all the

e

x

and t

r

are disjoint. Hene for any K, the membership must be alternated

along eah e

x

, and exatly 2 verties per t

r

must be in K. Following the no-

tations of Figure 2: The alternating 2-oloring law in all the e

x

ensures that

all opies of a, b and  along their yle get the same assignment. Without

loss of generality, suppose that vertex B =2 K and verties A;C 2 K (the two

other possible on�gurations in the triangle are symmetri). Then verties

C

1

; b

1

2 K sine edges (B;C

1

) and (B; b

1

) must be overed. The alternating

2-oloring law in all the e

x

then implies that verties ; 

1

; B

1

; B

2

=2 K and

C

1

; C

2

; b; b

1

2 K. It follows that A

2

2 K sine the edge (A

2

; B

1

) must be ov-

ered. Finally, A

1

2 K and a; a

1

=2 K beause of the alternating 2-oloring law

in all the e

x

. Upperase and lowerase verties end by having opposite member-

ship statutes. This establishes the unique orrespondene between the on�g-

uration (a = 0; b = 1;  = 0) in I and the on�guration (a =2 K; b 2 K;  =2 K)

in G. �

Transformation from PLAN-HAMILTON to PLAN-SAT in the proof

of Theorem 11. For the sake of readability, we assume that the speial

lauses 1=N(`

1

; � � � ; `

d

) and 2=N(`

1

; � � � ; `

d

) { whih are satis�ed i� exatly one

(resp. two) literal among the `

i

(1 � i � d) are assigned true { are available

(these speial lauses are easy to implement and embed in the plane using

standard lauses). Let G(V;E) be a planar embedding of the input graph,

G

0

(V

0

; E

0

) be the dual graph of G, H be a subset of E, H

0

be the dual of H

and D = E

0

�H

0

. Denote r

1

and r

2

, the two hosen adjaent root-faes. Here

is the SAT-system satis�ed i� G is Hamiltonian. (see also Figure 3):

(0) Set of variables: Eah edge e 2 E[E

0

has an assoiated Boolean variable

thik

e

, asserting that \e 2 H [ D". Eah fae f 2 V

0

of degree d has d

assoiated Boolean variables father

e

0

f

, one for eah edge e

0

= (f; g) 2 E

0

,

asserting that \e

0

2 D and g is the father of f in D".

(1) H is a Hamiltonian partition of G: For eah vertex v 2 V of degree d, with

inident edges e

1

; � � � ; e

d

, generate the onstraint 2=N(thik

e

1

; � � � ; thik

e

d

).

(2) D equals E

0

�H

0

: For eah edge e 2 E and its dual edge e

0

, generate the

lauses (thik

e

_ thik

e

0

) and (:thik

e

_ :thik

e

0

).

(3) Eah fae distint from r

1

and r

2

has exatly one father: For eah fae

f 2 V

0

of degree d, f =2 fr

1

; r

2

g, with inident edges e

0

1

; � � � ; e

0

d

, generate

the onstraint 1=N(father

e

0

1

f

; � � � ; father

e

0

d

f

).
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(4) Both adjaent roots r

1

and r

2

have no father: For eah edge e

0

2 E

0

inident to a root r 2 fr

1

; r

2

g, generate the unit lause (:father

e

0

r

).

(5) D is onsistently oriented: For eah edge e

0

= (f; g) 2 E

0

, generate the

onstraints (father

e

0

f

=) thik

e

0

), (father

e

0

g

=) thik

e

0

), (thik

e

0

=)

father

e

0

f

_ father

e

0

g

), and (:father

e

0

g

_ :father

e

0

f

).

Figure A.6 shows how to embed our SAT-system in the plane for eah fae of

G. Again, we use Lihtenstein's parsimonious rossover-box [19℄ to dupliate

variables where dual edges ross their respetive primal edges.

(2)

e
=

 p
ri

m
a

l 
(e

’)

(not a root−face)

partial view of the planar SAT system

parsimonious crossover−box

constraint gadgets k/N (...), for k= 1 or 2

partial  view of G’ embedded in G(1)

primal vertex

father
e’

g

father
f

e’

thick

thick

e

e’

fa
c

e
 g e’= dual (e)

face f

variable vertex

clause vertex is implicit 

dual vertex (face)

primal edge

dual edge

2/N

1/N

k/N
2/N

2/N 2/N

(represented by the hyperedge link)

Fig. A.6. Partial view of the redution from PLAN-HAMILTON to PLAN-SAT,

here around a square fae of the input graph.
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